
Board Meeting 9/27/21

Started at 6:01pm
Attendees :
Taylor Combs
Brandon Wolf
Theresa Motz
Jenna Johnson (Via call in)
Kelsey Snyder (Via call in)

Barktober event:
1-5

Furtastic: Shifts needed
10-1 & 1-5? post for volunteers in members page
Jenna can set up in the morning if needed

Problem dogs:
Aries, Tillie, Buddy?
Possible foster trainer from email
Forrest- send to eden for hip/leg

Newsletter:
-Simple
-Good job for someone that wants to be involved
-Events, dogs coming in
-Reminders, events, updates
-For volunteers and fosters / Member of the month

Website revamp:
-Not up to date
-Need someone that wants and cares about it
-Revisit with Kailtin? Do what you want type of thing/ be creative
-More images, less text



QR Code:
-Mimic Braid babes chalkboard signs
-Apply to foster, volunteer, venmo/donate
-Marissa M can create a cute one?

Member of the month:
-Volunteer Connie Kelly for September
-Foster Laura Moritz for October

Cleaning/ Organization
-crates
-deep clean
-organize/ fill
-before move?/ before it's too cold?
-timeline from landlord, Brandon followed up

Pet Supplies Plus
-Makes no money
-Not worth it

Winter items order form
- get everyone's order first? Jotform? Selections, sizes etc
- Taylors post in members page
- Hoodie, fleece, beanie were top 3
- stick with the logo

Melissa as our trainer:
- Very basic info
- Start by having a chat with her , in person
- Checklist for foster dogs
- Do her own way for adopters
- Less talk more training

333 Chart insert for folders
-Reach out to marissa



Alfred’s Angels
- Took over NCPP
- Change the flyers for folders
- Work out new deals with them
- Call with them started at 6:34pm
- Stock our office? Buy it before instead of tracking on ipad like previously done
- lb for lb donation drive continue
- Affiliate program continue, but she needs to look into this more
- In need of puppy food, do another fundraiser for their drive  “holiday food drive” with
Alfred’s acknowledging new owners etc
- Numbers for how much food at one time
- Announcing 1st weekend in October
- Grooming partnership possible
- Nails, flea baths?
- Facebook messenger chat
- Call ended at 6:45pm

Clean up the members page
-remove inactive people
-Casey LaFlair- new agreements with updated procedures and check who submitted
them
And make members folders

Foster trainers meeting: Tuesday Nov 2nd
- Need one
- Really emphasize the foster process and what to expect
- Finalizing adoptions & helping new fosters
- When you take a new foster you follow them through the process
- 6-7pm?

Leadership meeting:
- First week of november? Tuesday Nov 2nd
- We need active members in day to day
- Mandatory meeting



- Only people who want to be on the team
- Helping on transport etc
- 7-8pm?

Meeting ended at 6:54 pm


